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Everywhere; how does this apply to organizations?!!
Many things appear to be random; appears to be a pattern behind it!!
Particular pattern evolves over time. . .time reflects it, creates image of deeper structure!!
If there is implicit order in time and space, casual model probably has properties that reflect it!!
Focus here on implicit order in time and space — what kinds of properties would that imply? 
And from that, what kind of developmental models would that imply for individuals, 
organizations, change?!!
Colors of the Infinity video — certain natural set that always comes up; Mandelbrot set!!
Is there an implicit order in time?!!
Natural progression of time with degrees of freedom (amount of expression objects have) 
increasing — start with inanimate matter, simple life (vital phase), mental (animal and man — 
we are in now; cognitive ability that did not exist before — increases degrees of freedom).  At a 
macro level has occurred since earth was created !!
Fractal — pattern that repeats itself on different scale (cauliflower or broccoli) !!!
Millenial shifts level — evolution of life on earth!!
System level — environment/system/market/economy (agricultural, industrial — more dynamic 
energy; more finance oriented work and outcomes; digital (more mental, more concept driven) 
— shift happened by itself; there is an implicit order in time by which these phases emerged!!
Organization!!
Human!!!
How the digital economy has evolved over last 10-15 years — started with brochure ware (no 
new creativity); led to e-commerce phase (way commerce conducted has changed; way things 
happen entirely different - a vital phase; processes being changed — not the same thing; 
changing flows); we are heading towards more individualized consideration (what is it about 
people who are popular on social media?) — supply chain distributed about uniqueness; 
hierarchy based more physical — networked base different.  Not that these things were 
planned; it just happened.  Some kind of implicit order and time that is showing itself. !!
Gold standard, to balance of power, to demand and supply (we are not at this last phase yet) — 
there is a progression that emerges, from the physical to the vital to the mental!



!
At some point what determined power globally was physical confrontation; then moved towards 
notion of Cold War; globalization today (deeper — more conceptual, mental) — includes soft 
power !!
Must go beyond rationale thinking !!
Nation state and what comes after — something more natural, more fundamental?!!
The organizational level - physics — physical world (atomic view); vital (quantum view); mental 
(unified theory)!!
The organizational level — organization structure — physical (department); vital (process 
oriented); mental (market dynamics)!!
Innovation in the business world — physical (material); vital (financial); mental (conceptual; 
much less bound by existing boundaries — can move more freely) — organization has to shift to 
sustain itself successfully!!
human level — progression though life — physical/stability; vital/assertiveness; mental/
reflections!!
human level — states of being — physical/boredom (fixed world with not much to do); vital 
(passion/anger); mental (reason) !!
Small change at individual level to orchestrate large change at organizational level !!
What is wealth? Moving towards the evolution of consciousness!!
SUMMARY: Many patterns going through similar trajectory. Points to implicit order in time, with 
trajectory being traversed. Something is happening naturally.  If this is happening, no matter 
what we are looking at, what is this telling us about the system we exist in? Where the 
conversation will go now. !!
What is true in a phase must be addressed for a new phase to emerge.!!
The system we live in exists everywhere.  There is an omnipresence to it.  No matter where you 
the same pattern emerges. Something so powerful in implicit urge that we always cross over to 
the next level.   A great power or omnipotence.  In spite of all the craziness the system is 
creating something different.  There is an intelligence behind things that uses things to get 
things done.  Over time more degrees of freedom coming to the surface.  System is omnicaring. !
Potential implicit order in space. !!
Use this sense of time and space to think about causal models we are working with. !!
Time and space energy from single point; create web of causality.  A causal wedge.  Energy 
positive or negative, could be random, implicit in it is meaning in it.  Within this is the same thing 
repeating itself.  Fractal is force that creates its reality.  Implicit order in space representing by 



box with four sides: omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence, omnicaring. No matter what 
emerges comes from this fullness.!!
Two questions relevant to rest of day:!!
*! Given aforementioned scenario, what properties would causal wedge have given nature 
of time space?!!
*! What kind of developmental models that might emerge if this system were true?!!
We do not necessarily tap into this causality; doing so will allow us to conceptualize new 
models. !!
Proposes universal developmental model that emerges if all this were true. We have any point 
in space defined by fourfold possibility (four “omins.”).  First thing that happens is the seed state.  
Something wrapped up in its own possibility.  Then goes through developmental model into vital 
phase.  !!
Who am I - physical, vital, mental . . . some patterns dominant at each level.  Get satisfaction 
that things we identify with physically (first phase). So long as we live in patterns we are locked 
into a certain way of being; must misidentify to move on.  Also fourth phase - integrated.  Can 
operate from different kind of patterns; things that bound me in the past no longer do so.  When 
integration takes place there is a breakdown of all existing types of patterns.  What underlies it 
all (four-fold thing) more likely to happen — can more freely come up. Purpose or individuality 
might be bound by one of the four omnis. Once we break existing patterns then some other 
deeper possibility free to emerge — the birth of force; something that is unique, authentic.  Has 
broader possibility of action than one person with group of individuals at work.  It is authentic.  !!!
 !!!!


